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Executive Summary
Purpose

To determine whether the costs reported on the Consolidated Fiscal Reports (CFRs) of Metro
Therapy, Inc. (Metro Therapy) were calculated properly, documented adequately, and allowable
pursuant to the State Education Department’s (SED) Reimbursable Cost Manual (Manual). Our
audit covered the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2011.

Background

Metro Therapy is based in Hauppauge, New York and provides Special Education Itinerant Teacher
(SEIT) services to children between the ages of three and five years residing in New York City and
Nassau and Suffolk counties. During the 2010-11 school year, Metro Therapy taught 284 students
through services rendered in the students’ homes, schools, or neighborhood community centers.
Pursuant to State Education Law, special education providers (including Metro Therapy) are
reimbursed through tuition rates established by SED based on financial information reported on
the providers’ CFRs. For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2011, Metro Therapy reported
about $7.1 million in reimbursable costs on its CFRs.

Key Findings

We identified $833,949 in non-reimbursable costs. Among the costs we recommend for
disallowance are:
• $357,063 in excessive allocations of salaries and fringe benefits to the SEIT program;
• $185,512 in compensation paid to five individuals who did not provide services to the SEIT
program;
• $116,069 in excessive compensation paid to the Executive Director and the Assistant Executive
Director;
• $66,636 in parent company allocation expenses that were not in compliance with the Manual;
and
• $62,138 in unrelated or undocumented non-personal service costs.

Key Recommendations

To SED:
• Review the recommended disallowances, adjust Metro Therapy’s CFRs, and revise Metro
Therapy’s tuition reimbursement rates, as appropriate.
• Work with Metro Therapy officials to help ensure their proper reporting of reimbursable costs.
To Metro Therapy:
• Ensure that reimbursable costs reported on the CFRs comply with Manual requirements.

Other Related Audits/Reports of Interest

Bilingual SEIT and Preschool, Inc.: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual (2011-S-13)
IncludED Educational Services, Inc.: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual (2010-S-59)
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State of New York
Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
December 29, 2014
Dr. John B. King Jr.
Commissioner
State Education Department
State Education Building - Room 125
89 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12234
Mr. Conrad Kupferman
Executive Director
Metro Therapy, Inc
1363 Veterans Memorial Highway
Hauppauge, NY 11783
Dear Dr. King and Mr. Kupferman:
The Office of the State Comptroller is committed to helping State agencies, public authorities,
and local government agencies manage government resources efficiently and effectively and, by
so doing, providing accountability for tax dollars spent to support government-funded services
and operations. The Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs of State agencies, public authorities,
and local government agencies, as well as their compliance with relevant statutes and their
observance of good business practices. This fiscal oversight is accomplished, in part, through our
audits, which identify opportunities for improving operations. Audits can also identify strategies
for reducing costs and strengthening controls that are intended to safeguard assets.
Following is a report of our audit of the State Education Department entitled Compliance With
the Reimbursable Cost Manual: Metro Therapy, Inc. This audit was performed pursuant to the
State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V, Section 1 of the State Constitution and
Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law.
This audit’s results and recommendations are resources for you to use in effectively managing
your operations and in meeting the expectations of taxpayers. If you have any questions about
this draft report, please feel free to contact us.
Respectfully submitted,
Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
Division of State Government Accountability
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Background
Metro Therapy, Inc. (Metro Therapy) is a proprietary business that is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Select Medical Corporation that provides Special Education Itinerant Teaching (SEIT) services to
children between the ages of three and five years. Metro Therapy, based in Hauppauge, New York,
provides services to children in New York City and Nassau and Suffolk counties. Metro Therapy’s
staff, which served 284 students during the 2010-11 school year, provides these services in the
students’ homes, schools, or neighborhood community centers.
The New York City Department of Education (DoE), as well as the other local governments referring
students to Metro Therapy, pays for Metro Therapy services using rates established by the New
York State Education Department (SED). SED develops these rates using the financial information
reported on Metro Therapy’s annual Consolidated Fiscal Reports (CFRs) filed with SED. SED, in
turn, reimburses DoE and the other local governments for about 59 percent of their payments to
Metro Therapy.
To qualify for reimbursement, provider costs must comply with SED’s Reimbursable Cost
Manual (Manual). The Manual provides specific guidance to providers on cost eligibility and
documentation requirements. Reimbursable costs must be reasonable, program-appropriate,
and properly documented.
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2011, Metro Therapy reported approximately $7.1
million in reimbursable costs for the SEIT program.
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Audit Findings and Recommendations
For the three years ending June 30, 2011, we identified $833,949 in reported costs that do not
comply with Manual requirements. These ineligible costs include $705,175 in personal service
costs and $128,774 in non-personal service costs.

Personal Service Costs
According to the Manual, personal service costs, which include all taxable and non-taxable
salaries and fringe benefits paid or accrued to employees on the agency’s payroll, must be
reported on the CFR as either direct care costs (e.g., teachers’ salaries) or non-direct care costs
(e.g., administrators’ salaries). The time and attendance of individuals whose salaries are
charged to the SEIT program must be documented by an official time and attendance record
or similar document. The salaries of individuals who do not work solely for the SEIT Program
must be allocated based on their actual work effort or other allocation methods that are fair and
reasonable, as determined by SED’s fiscal representatives. During fiscal years 2008-09 through
2010-11, Metro Therapy reported about $2.9 million in reimbursable personal service costs.

Excessive Allocation of Personal Service Expenses
We identified 26 Metro Therapy employees whose salaries, totaling $555,628, were allocated to
the SEIT program based on the personal judgment of the Executive Director, which for many of the
employees, was based on the total number of programs they worked in. We determined that this
method of allocation was not in compliance with the Manual’s requirements. The 26 employees
were classified as office workers or program staff on the CFRs; their job duties included recordkeeping, billing, correspondence, and general office duties. There were no records documenting
the actual amount of time each of these employees devoted to the SEIT program.
To calculate a fair and reasonable allocation for the 26 employees, we used the ratio value method
(as prescribed by the Manual), comparing the total expenses of the SEIT program to the total
expenses of all Metro Therapy programs. We calculated that $241,756 should have been charged
to the SEIT program; however, Metro Therapy charged $555,628 (an over-allocation of $313,872
in salaries). We also found an additional $43,191 in fringe benefits that were excessively allocated
to the SEIT program. In total, we recommend that $357,063 ($313,872 + $43,191) be disallowed.
Metro Therapy’s officials disagreed with the disallowance. After receiving our preliminary report,
Metro Therapy officials hired a consultant and recomputed the allocations using an alternative
methodology (units of service). This methodology differs from the ratio value method in that it puts
an emphasis on the number of services provided rather than the dollar amount of the operating
costs for Metro Therapy’s programs. As a result, the unit of services methodology allocated more
costs to the SEIT program. For example, Metro Therapy’s Early Intervention program had over
three times the operating costs of the SEIT program. Since both programs use a different scale
(e.g., 30-minute sessions vs. 60-minute sessions) to calculate each unit, this resulted in a greater
allocation rate to the SEIT program.
Division of State Government Accountability
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Metro Therapy officials advised us that the Executive Director’s subsequent review of job
descriptions and knowledge of each employee was determined in preparing the units of service
allocation methodology. However, the units of service allocation methodology still warrants
accurate representation of which programs the employees actually worked in. We determined
that the Executive Director did not prepare any documentation to support the programs that
each employee worked for during the audit period. Subsequent to our audit, Metro Therapy
officials provided us with affidavits for nine current employees noting the programs they worked
on. However, we found that in six of the nine instances, the programs to which the employees
were subsequently allocated contradicted what was reported in the CFRs.
We also determined that Metro Therapy’s units of service methodology was not fair and
reasonable because it did not comply with the CFR Manual. The CFR Manual recommends “units
of service” for programs associated with the Office of Mental Health and the Office of People
with Developmental Disabilities – not the SEIT program. In fact, SED clarified existing policy in the
updated CFR Manual to specifically state that units of service is not an acceptable cost allocation
method for SEIT purposes.

Non-Program Related Personal Service Expenses
The Manual states that costs will be considered for reimbursement provided such costs are
reasonable, necessary, and directly related to the education program and are sufficiently
documented. Based on our interviews with Metro Therapy employees and our review of
personnel records, we determined that Metro Therapy reported $185,512 in expenses for five
employees who did not provide services to the SEIT program. These five employees included
two Early Intervention program coordinators, two school age coordinators, and one evaluation
specialist. Further, we disallowed another $34,133 in fringe benefits for the employees who
worked in a non-SEIT program in Queens. In total, we recommend that $219,645 be disallowed.
Metro Therapy officials partially agreed with us. They acknowledged that the fringe benefits
for the employees in the Queens office ($34,133) should not have been allocated to the SEIT
program. However, they agreed that only two of the five employees did not provide SEIT services.

Excessive Executive Compensation
The Manual requires that compensation paid to a provider’s Executive Director (ED) and an
Assistant Executive Director (AED) may not exceed the regional median compensation paid to
comparable personnel in public schools for similar work and hours of employment. We determined
that Metro Therapy overcharged SED a total of $116,069 in executive compensation for the SEIT
program during our audit period as follows:
For the three-year period ended June 30, 2011, Metro Therapy charged SED $146,151 ($43,972,
$45,661, and $56,518 for the respective fiscal years) for the ED’s allocated compensation. Based
on the regional median compensation limits, only $86,086 in salary should have been allocated.
Thus, we disallowed the excess allocation of $60,065 ($146,151 - $86,086).
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Similarly, Metro Therapy charged SED $123,336 ($41,115, $40,441, and $41,780 for the respective
years) for the AED’s allocated compensation. Based on the regional median compensation limits,
the allocated AED compensation for these three periods should have been $67,332. Thus, we
disallowed the excess allocation of $56,004 ($123,336 - $67,332).

Unsupported Reimbursements for Vehicle Expenses
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2011, three Metro Therapy officials, including the ED
and AED, received monthly mileage reimbursement payments for their personal vehicles totaling
$12,398. According to the Manual, for these costs to be reimbursable, the provider must
demonstrate a program-related need for the vehicles, and document usage via a “vehicle usage
log,” which details the vehicle operator; points of destination; dates and times of travel; and the
purpose of each trip. Metro Therapy officials did not maintain the required vehicle logs or any
other documentation to support the program-related use of these vehicles.

Non-Personal Service Costs
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2011, Metro Therapy reported a total of $4.2 million
in non-personal service (NPS) costs on its CFRs charged to the SEIT program. We disallowed
$128,774 in NPS costs that did not comply with the guidelines in the Manual.

Expenses that Were Unnecessary, Unrelated, and/or Undocumented
The Manual requires expenses to be reasonable, necessary, and directly related to the program for
which reimbursement is requested. Expenses of a personal nature, entertainment expenses, and
meals are specifically excluded from reimbursement. In addition, staff travel must be documented
by logs indicating dates of travel, destination, purpose, mileage, and related costs such as parking.
We sampled 1,405 transactions, totaling $200,629, and identified $62,138 of expenses that did
not comply with Manual requirements. We recommend SED recover the $62,138 of ineligible
expenses as follows:
• $37,132 for a non-SEIT related program located in Queens. Costs included rent, utilities,
and office expenses;
• $14,001 for undocumented expenses related to staff travel for all three fiscal years, which
include parking, car rental, and mileage;
• $7,701 for miscellaneous non-SEIT related expenses. For example, for fiscal year 2010-11,
Metro Therapy paid $4,765 in legal fees for a consultant to review unemployment claims
for non-SEIT related employees;
• $1,917 for staff recruitment services for fiscal year 2008-09 that are already provided by
Select Medical, the parent company of Metro Therapy; and
• $1,387 for personal costs associated with the purchase of Long Island Ducks baseball
season tickets.
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Parent Company Management Fees
The Manual states that charges to programs receiving administrative services, insurance, supplies,
technical consultants, etc., from a parent or related organization are reimbursable provided they
are based on actual direct and indirect costs, allocated to all programs on a consistent basis and
defined as reimbursable in the Manual. Furthermore, the Manual requires that reported costs
must be reasonable, necessary, program related, and properly documented to be eligible for
reimbursement.
As Metro Therapy’s parent company, Select Medical Corporation (Select) incurred corporate
headquarters expenses (e.g., legal, accounting, auditing, and human resources) on behalf of its
corporate entities, such as Metro Therapy. Select allocated these expenses to Metro Therapy
based on Metro Therapy’s contribution to Select’s consolidated net revenue. During fiscal years
2008-09 through 2010-11, Metro Therapy reported $441,250 in management fees on its CFRs.
We identified $66,636 in parent company fees that did not comply with the Manual guidelines,
as follows:
• $53,318 in non-allowable bonus payments, long-term incentive compensation payments
and stock options that were limited only to corporate administrative staff.
• $11,713 in unreasonable travel expenses for corporate headquarters staff. Among the
ineligible costs were expenses for the corporate flight department, including the salaries
and fringe benefits of department personnel, gas and oil charges, landing fees, operating
costs for the corporate aircraft, and the rental and lease of equipment.
• $1,605 in other non-allowable expenses, such as charitable contributions and lobbying
expenses.

Recommendations
To SED:
1. Review the recommended disallowances resulting from our audit and make the appropriate
adjustments to Metro Therapy’s CFRs. Adjust Metro Therapy’s reimbursement rates, as
appropriate.
2. Work with Metro Therapy officials to help them comply with Manual provisions.
To Metro Therapy:
3. Ensure that costs reported on the annual CFRs comply with the requirements of the Manual.

Division of State Government Accountability
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Audit Scope and Methodology
We audited the support for, and the propriety of, the expenses reported on Metro Therapy’s
annual CFRs for the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2011. The objective of our audit was
to determine whether the costs reported on Metro Therapy’s CFRs were calculated properly,
documented adequately, and reimbursable pursuant to the Manual.
To accomplish our objectives, we reviewed the SED Manual, Metro Therapy’s CFRs, and relevant
financial records for the audit period. We also interviewed Metro Therapy officials, staff, and
independent auditors to obtain an understanding of their financial and business practices. In
addition, we assessed a sample of reported costs to determine whether they were supported,
SEIT-appropriate, and reimbursable. Our review of Metro Therapy’s internal controls focused on
payroll and the procurement of non-personal services.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained during our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs certain other constitutionally and
statutorily mandated duties as the chief fiscal officer of New York State. These include operating
the State’s accounting system; preparing the State’s financial statements; and approving State
contracts, refunds, and other payments. In addition, the Comptroller appoints members to
certain boards, commissions, and public authorities, some of whom have minority voting rights.
These duties may be considered management functions for purposes of evaluating organizational
independence under generally accepted government auditing standards. In our opinion, these
management functions do not affect our ability to conduct independent audits of program
performance.

Authority
The audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V,
Section 1 of the State Constitution and Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law.

Reporting Requirements
A draft copy of this report was provided to SED and Metro Therapy officials for their review and
comment. Their comments were considered in preparing this final report and are attached to the
end of the report.
In their response to our draft report, SED officials agreed with our recommendations and indicated
that they would take certain actions to address them. Metro Therapy officials, however, disagreed
Division of State Government Accountability
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with most of our report’s findings. In addition, Metro Therapy included certain documentation
with its response. We did not append that documentation to the report, but have retained it on
file at the Office of the State Comptroller. Also, our rejoinders to certain Metro Therapy comments
are included in the report’s State Comptroller’s Comments.
Within 90 days of the final release of this report, as required by Section 170 of the Executive
Law, the Commissioner of Education shall report to the Governor, the State Comptroller, and the
leaders of the Legislature and fiscal committees, advising what steps were taken to implement
the recommendations contained herein, and if the recommendations were not implemented, the
reasons why.
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Contributors to This Report
Frank Patone, CPA, Audit Director
Kenrick Sifontes, Audit Manager
Stephen Lynch, Audit Supervisor
Tania Zino, Examiner-in-Charge
David DiNatale, Staff Examiner
Carole Le Mieux, Staff Examiner
Ira Lipper, Staff Examiner
Hugh Zhang, Staff Examiner

Division of State Government Accountability
Andrew A. SanFilippo, Executive Deputy Comptroller
518-474-4593, asanfilippo@osc.state.ny.us
Tina Kim, Deputy Comptroller
518-473-3596, tkim@osc.state.ny.us
Brian Mason, Assistant Comptroller
518-473-0334, bmason@osc.state.ny.us

Vision
A team of accountability experts respected for providing information that decision makers value.

Mission
To improve government operations by conducting independent audits, reviews and evaluations
of New York State and New York City taxpayer financed programs.
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Exhibit
Metro Therapy, Inc.
Schedule of Submitted, Disallowed, and Allowed Program Costs
For Fiscal Years 2008-09, 2009-10, and 2010-11
Amount Per
CFR

Amount
Disallowed

Amount
Allowed

$2,576,296
$320,903
$2,897,199

$571,838
$133,337
$705,175

$2,004,458
$187,566
$2,192,024

A,F
A,C,E

Non-Personal Services
Direct Care
Agency Administration
Total Non-Personal Services

$3,594,285
$640,386
$4,234,671

$50,540
$78,234
$128,774

$3,543,745
$562,152
$4,105,897

A,E
A,B,D,E

Total Program Costs

$7,131,870

$833,949

$6,297,921

Program Costs
Personal Services
Direct Care
Agency Administration
Total Personal Services
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Notes to Exhibit
The following Notes refer to the specific sections of SED’s Reimbursable Cost Manual used to
develop our recommended disallowances. We summarized the applicable sections to explain the
basis for each disallowance. We provided the details supporting our recommended disallowances
to SED and Metro Therapy officials during the course of our audit.
A. Section II - Costs must be reasonable, necessary, program related and sufficiently
documented.
B. Section II.10 - Charges to programs receiving administrative services, insurance, supplies,
technical consultants, etc., from a parent or related organization are reimbursable
provided they are based on actual direct and indirect costs, allocated to all programs on
a consistent basis and defined as reimbursable in the Regulations of the Commissioner of
Education, the CFR Manual, or this Manual.
C. Section II.14.A.4 - The Manual states that compensation (salaries and fringe benefits) for
Executive Directors should be directly compared to the regional median compensation for
comparable administration job titles.
D. Section II.21.B - All personal expenses, such as personal travel expenses, laundry charges,
beverage charges, gift certificates to staff and vendors, etc., are not reimbursable unless
otherwise specified in the Manual.
E. Section III.1.J.2 - Vehicle use must be documented with individual vehicle logs that include
at a minimum: the date and time of travel, to and from destinations, mileage between
each destination, purpose of travel, and name of traveler.
F. Section III.1.M.2 - Entities operating programs must use allocation methods that are fair
and reasonable, as determined by the Commissioner’s fiscal representatives.
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Agency Comments - SED
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Agency Comments - Metro Therapy, Inc.
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*See State Comptroller’s Comments, page 28
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State Comptroller’s Comments
1. The State Comptroller’s legal authority to audit the State Education Department and its
authorized special education providers is expressly cited on page 9 of our report. Further,
this legal authority has been affirmed by the State Supreme Court.
2. Our report neither asserts nor implies that the findings derived through our audit of Metro
Therapy were the same as the findings detailed in the Other Related Audits/Reports of
Interest (or vice-versa).
3. Our audit was limited to the CFR submitted by Metro Therapy to the State Education
Department, pursuant to the Department’s tuition reimbursement rate setting process.
Further, we did not audit Metro Therapy’s general purpose financial statements.
4. We maintain that our report is both factually and legally correct. As prescribed by the
Reimbursable Cost Manual, the regulatory references for our findings are detailed in the
report’s Notes to Exhibit. Further, we did not ignore any evidence or information provided
by Metro Therapy. As such, we maintain that the evidence obtained during the audit
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions.
5. The Manual sets forth the documentation requirements for all CFR reported costs.
Based on our reviews of the available documentation, certain claimed costs were either
undocumented or excessive.
6. For the disallowed payroll costs in question, Metro Therapy had neither sufficient records
of actual time worked by employees (for example, time and attendance sheets) nor time
studies to support the costs claimed. Further, Metro Therapy did not provide sufficient
evidence of alternative allocation methods that were equitable and conformed to generally
accepted accounting principles.
7. The Executive Director’s “professional estimation” does not constitute a fair and reasonable
salary allocation method consistent with the provisions of the Manual. Moreover, as
detailed in our report, we used the ratio value method (as prescribed by the Manual) to
properly allocate the personal service costs in question and determine any amounts that
should be disallowed. Further, the independent auditor’s opinion does not change the
fact that Metro Therapy did not properly allocate certain personal service costs to the
audited programs.
8. SED generally does not require providers to submit documentation of their allocation
methodologies or their actual allocation calculations when they submit their CFRs. Thus,
SED fiscal representatives do not routinely critique the providers’ allocation methodologies
and calculations. As such, it should come as no surprise that SED fiscal representatives
“expressed no concerns” about Metro Therapy’s allocations.
9. The use of the units of service methodology to allocate costs is problematic when the
durations of services (session time lengths) vary among programs. For example, certain
programs use 30-minute sessions (or units of service) while other programs use 60-minute
sessions (or units). Thus, units of service was not the prescribed methodology for allocating
direct care salaries among multiple special education programs. SED fiscal representatives
advised Metro Therapy’s CFR consultant of this. Further, as detailed in the report, the
statements in the employee affidavits were not adequately supported by documentation.
In addition, the affidavits were not contemporaneous with the audit period, as they were
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prepared pursuant to our audit fieldwork (and nearly two years after the period ended).
Consequently, we place limited reliance on such documents.
10. The statement Metro Therapy references from the preliminary audit finding was not
correct. More importantly, because such findings are “preliminary” in nature, they are
subject to revision and correction, as warranted. Thus, we made the requisite corrections
to our draft and final reports. Further, as noted previously, the units of service method
is not the prescribed method for allocating salaries to SEIT programs. Again, SED fiscal
representatives advised Metro Therapy of this.
11. We used the ratio value method to allocate the compensation of the individuals in question
because Metro Therapy was unable to document the amounts of time the employees’
worked for the various programs to which they were assigned. As previously noted, the
ratio value method is the method prescribed by the Manual under such circumstances, as
existed at Metro Therapy.
12. As previously noted, units of service was not the prescribed method for allocating the
salaries of direct care staff to the SEIT program. Metro Therapy ostensibly acknowledges
this in its response, noting that the Manual did not indicate that the units of service
method was not appropriate (as opposed to an affirmative statement that units of service
was acceptable). Moreover, Metro Therapy’s assertion that the Manual only requires
methodologies to be equitable and consistent with GAAP is misleading. As previously
noted, the Manual also prescribes the ratio value method to allocate costs under the
circumstances that existed at Metro Therapy. We reiterate that SED informed Metro
Therapy’s consultant that the units of service methodology was not an acceptable cost
allocation methodology for SEIT.
13. We believe the determination in question was not contemporaneous with the audit period
and, moreover, was in error. Also, please see comments nos. 10 and 11.
14. We noted that 30-minute sessions (or units of service) and 60-minute sessions were
commonly provided through Metro Therapy’s various programs. We cited these as
examples of the differences in session durations that compromise the reliability of the units
of service method to allocate costs among programs. Also, contrary to Metro Therapy’s
assertion, we did not assume that all early intervention service units were 60 minutes
long. Moreover, we acknowledge that service unit durations can vary significantly for
particular services, as Metro Therapy also recognizes in its response. This explains why the
unit of service methodology is not appropriate for allocating the personal service costs in
question for the SEIT program.
15. The information in question was not provided to us during the audit, and as such, we are
not able to attest to its reliability. Further, even if the data is reliable, we do not agree that
the differences in average session durations are not material. In fact, the overall average
unit durations (ranging from 35.2 minutes to 36.32 minutes) cited by Metro Therapy
during the audit period are materially different (by about 20 percent) from the standard
30 minutes for SEIT sessions. This degree of variation further explains why Metro Therapy
was advised that the unit of service methodology was not appropriate for allocating the
personal service costs in question.
16. Our statements regarding the six individuals cited by Metro Therapy are accurate and
adequately supported.
17. We reference affidavits for nine current employees (instead of 12) because the three
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other employees in question did not provide services to the SEIT program. Moreover, as
previously noted, Metro Therapy could not provide adequate documentary support for
pertinent statements made in the affidavits. Our references to the affidavits are relevant
with respect to their existence and deficiency as supporting documentation for claimed
personal service costs.
18. In and of themselves, job descriptions do not provide sufficient (if any) evidence of the
amounts of time an employee, who works for multiple programs, actually works on each
individual program.
19. We use the term “excessive” to mean more than the proper amount. It does not indicate
explicitly or implicitly whether or not any discrepancy was deliberate.
20. Pursuant to Metro Therapy’s response, we have provided Metro Therapy officials
with detailed information pertaining to the $34,133 recommended personal service
disallowance, the $37,132 non-personal service disallowance, and the $14,001 travelrelated disallowance.
21. Based on the employees’ titles, information we obtained from interviewing them, and the
availability and/or absence of required supporting documentation, we concluded that the
employees did not provide any SEIT-related services.
22. We acknowledge SED’s annual review of executive salary payments as part of its annual desk
review of provider CFRs. As part of their routine follow up on our audit recommendations,
SED officials reconcile our recommended disallowances to their previous disallowances, if
any, and follow up as appropriate.
23. The report’s terminology is correct, and it details the portion of excessive executive
salaries charged to the SEIT program.
24. Metro Therapy did not provide the required documentation to support charges for vehicle
use. Also, pursuant to their response, we have provided Metro Therapy officials with
detailed information pertaining to the disallowance.
25. The travel expenses in question, as related to the SEIT program audited, were
undocumented. Also, see Comment no. 20 regarding the travel-related disallowance of
$14,001.
26. We maintain that the amount in question is ineligible for reimbursement and have revised
the report’s wording to clarify the basis for disallowance.
27. The employees cited by Metro Therapy were assigned to the central office to perform
clinical compliance reviews, irrespective of their job titles. Further, Metro Therapy
provided no evidence that these employees provided direct care services to children. As
such, we maintain that the employees performed ostensibly administrative functions, and
therefore, the bonuses in question were ineligible for reimbursement.
28. Metro Therapy conflates the bonus programs of two separate and distinct entities
in support of the assertion that certain bonuses were not limited to administrative
personnel. However, the fact remains that the programs in question were separate, and
the bonuses paid to Select Medical employees were not eligible for reimbursement. Also,
see comment no. 27.
29. The terms “travel and entertainment” relate to the expense category used by Select
Medical for the charges in question. Based on the available documentation, these charges
were unnecessary and unreasonable as they pertain to Metro Therapy’s SEIT program.
Also, we deleted the term “entertainment” from the final report.
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